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Software systems are fragile with respect to evo-
lution. They consist of many software artefacts that
make implicit assumptions about one another. When
such artefacts get replaced by newer versions, some
of these assumptions may get invalidated, thus caus-
ing subtle evolution conflicts. We refer to this phe-
nomenon as fragility of evolving software.
A particular instance of fragility in class-based
object-oriented programming languages is the fragile
base class problem [5, 7]. It occurs when a base class
(a class from which other classes are derived through
inheritance) gets replaced by a newer version. When
the derived classes make certain assumptions about
the base class that the evolved base class no longer
provides, this can cause subtle conflicts. E.g., sup-
pose that a base class B implements a method m in
terms of an auxiliary method n. Now suppose that
a derived class D of B overrides the implementation
of n, with the intention not only of adapting the be-
haviour of n, but also that of m which is defined in
terms of n. Independently, however, the base class B
evolves into a newer version B’ where m no longer
depends on n for performance reasons. After this
evolution, D ’s assumption that m depends on n is
no longer valid, and D ’s overridden implementation
of n no longer affects m, thus causing an unexpected
behavioural conflict.
Another instance of fragility is the fragile point-
cut problem in aspect-oriented programming [2, 6].
It may occur upon evolution of an aspect-oriented
program, which contains pointcuts expressed over a
base program. Pointcut expressions express execu-
tion points, called join points, in the base program
where the aspects need to be applied. Pointcuts are
fragile, because the base program is oblivious of their
existence. When the base program evolves, this may
have unexpected effects on the pointcuts expressed
over that base program (such as accidental captures
or misses of join points). Advice fragility is a related
problem caused by the obliviousness of aspect code
with respect to base code [1]. It arises when the ad-
vice code (i.e., the aspect code that will be woven
with the base code at the join points) is too tightly
coupled to the base code. This may cause problems
when the base code evolves in such a way that the
advice code no longer fits with that base code.
In general, fragility problems arise when the as-
sumptions made by a software artefact about another
artefact get invalidated upon evolution of that other
artefact. In a sense, those assumptions, which are
often not documented explicitly, constitute a kind of
implicit contract to be respected upon software evolu-
tion. Solutions to the fragility problem therefore typ-
ically involve providing a means to define such an evo-
lution contract explicitly, detecting possible breaches
of that contract upon evolution, classifying the pos-
sible conflicts that may arise when the contract gets
breached, and proposing appropriate solution strate-
gies for each of those possible kinds of conflicts.
For example, as a solution to the fragile base class
problem exemplified above, reuse contracts [7] docu-
ment the so-called specialisation interface [3] of the
base class, i.e. its internal calling dependencies, as
well as how the derived class depends on the base
class. In our previous example, the reuse contract
would document, amongst others, that in base class
B method m calls n, and that the derived class D
‘refines’ B by overriding the implementation of n.
Furthermore, an evolution operator would describe
that B’ ‘coarsens’ B by removing an internal calling
dependency (method m in B’ no longer calls n). A
two-dimensional classification of possible reuse con-
1
flicts can then be made in terms of the evolution op-
erators and derivation dependencies. E.g., the above
conflict where the base class coarsens a method m
by removing its dependency on n, whereas the de-
pendent class overrides n, would be flagged as an ‘in-
consistent method’ [7]. Based on this classification,
for each type of conflict1 a corresponding solution
strategy can be proposed. E.g., for the inconsistent
method above either the method m in B’ should keep
its dependency on n or, alternatively, D should be re-
placed by a D’ that overrides not only n but also m.
More recently, usage contracts [4] were proposed as
an alternative mechanism to solve some of the prob-
lems caused by base class fragility. Usage contracts
explicitly document the expected structural regular-
ities that a base class wants its dependent classes to
conform to. These regularities can be verified au-
tomatically when implementating or modifying the
dependent classes, flagging potential conflicts imme-
diately so that they can be corrected as soon as they
arise.
In the case of the fragile pointcut problem, point-
cuts are fragile w.r.t. evolution of the base code. A
possible solution [2] consists in making the pointcuts
more robust by declaring them in terms of an in-
termediate pointcut model, rather than directly in
terms of the base code. This model forms a kind
of evolution contract between the base code and the
pointcut expressions, by making explicit some of the
assumptions the pointcuts make about the base code.
Furthermore, it enables detecting, after evolving the
base code, whether the base code still satisfies the
pointcut model. If it doesn’t, the mismatch between
the base code and the model gives an indication of
potential mismatches (accidental or missed captures)
the pointcuts have with respect to the base code, and
appropriate solutions can be proposed (by adapting
either the base code or the pointcuts that refer to it).
The examples above illustrate only some instances
of fragility problems and their solutions. Our claim is
that the problem of fragility applies in general to any
kind of adaptable systems, and so do the proposed
solution approaches. The problem always amounts
1Other possible conflicts are conflicting method interfaces,
unimplemented methods, or accidental method captures. [7]
to a lack of documentation on the implicit assump-
tions between a base entity and its dependent enti-
ties, and the solution always involves documenting
these assumptions more explicitly in a kind of evolu-
tion contract, and verifying upon evolution whether
the contract remains respected. By classifying the
types of possible conflicts (depending on the kind of
evolution and the kind of dependency) and their cor-
responding solution strategies, appropriate solutions
to these conflicts can be proposed.
In the near future we will investigate the problem
of fragility in the area of dynamic software evolu-
tion, and context-oriented programming in particu-
lar. In fact, this example will be worked out in more
detail in a separate contribution submitted to this
BENEVOL2013 seminar.
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